CASE STUDY: BUBBLING WITH ENERGY
INDUSTRY: ENTERTAINMENT AND EVENTS

It started with Bubbling with Energy CEO Mark Rubiolo and his previous
wife Corinna trying to think of a name for their games hire company.
They looked at their children running around the backyard and thought,
"they’re bubbling with energy." And so, Bubbling With Energy
Entertainment was born.

Tim says,

“Formitize provides a
valuable contribution to how
our business operates. The
app is great and it has
made improvements to our
business. Formitize is good
value for money.”

In 1991 it was merely a trailer full of fun
equipment, which they would take to kids’
fun days
Until one day, when a bouncy castle hire
company didn’t show up to an event,
leaving kids and parents disappointed,
they decided to buy their own jumping
castles to hire in Sydney. They stored the
jumping castles in their garage, took phone
calls whenever they could, delivered flyers
around Sydney (before the Internet!),
before eventually running out of space and
buying a factory.
That factory is now jam-packed with over
150 products that you can hire!

All About Bubbling with Energy
Bubbling with Energy is Sydney’s best
amusement and entertainment company
and they are on a mission to change the
way Sydney enjoys birthday parties and
events, for good. Safety and fun is
something they want everyone to
experience while using their products and
services. Their staff are well trained and
all hold a current working with children
check clearance status. Bubbling With
Energy Entertainment is a registered
employer with the Office of the children’s
guardian.
Bubbling with Energy Manager Tim Slack
says he discovered Formitize while
searching for paperless forms online.
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Great App!
Tim says, “Formitize provides a valuable
contribution to how our business
operates. The app is great and it has
made improvements to our business.
Formitize is good value for money.”
Tim relates, “My Formitize account was
amazingly easy to set up. We were up
and running in no time with a lot of great
features. It’s a great solution that is
simple to use and easy to understand.”

I Give Formitize a “10 out of 10” for
everything!
Tim states, “On a scale of 1 to 10, overall
how easy was it to Navigate Formitize as
a Business Solution
(1 being Very Diﬃcult - 10 being Very Easy),

Tim gives us a “10.”
Tim continues, “Formitize Support and
Customer Service is very responsive. The
support and Customer service teams are
always very helpful. In terms of rating the
overall Formitize Client Support

“My Formitize account was
amazingly easy to set up. We
were up and running in no time
with a lot of great features. It’s a
great solution that is simple to
use and easy to understand.”

(1=Very Poor, 10 = Amazing),

Tim Slack - Manager

Tim gives us a “10.”

Tim gives us a “10.”
When asked, on a Scale on 1 to 10, how
likely he was to recommend Formitize to
a friend or Colleague
(1 = Not Likely - 10 = Very Likely),

Are you ready to jumpstart your new business process with Formitize?
Start your Free Trial Today!

Formitize – making paperwork paperless.

